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THE GRHjARIOUSNESS OF THE PIAIN TANAGER, AND ITS POSSIBLE ROLE IN MIXED FLOCKS,

The Plain Manager is the most remarkable tanager around here.

It can be distinguished from all its local relatives by several characters, i,e,

its dull and simple color pattern, its extreme gregariousness, its extreme restlessness

and mobility, and the extreme frequency and rapidity of its Call Notes,

The color pattern is quite unlike that of most other tanager# and honeycr eepers

(even the most emberizine-like forms); but it is not very cryptic, (Female Green
Honeycreepers and Dacnis are probably less conspicuous in the tree-tops than Plain
Tanagers,)

The restlessness is peculiar, insofar as a flock will often leave a desirable

food source (e,g, Cecropia) before the food is exhausted, fly to another source

(e,g, another Cecropia) which is essentially identical with the first, and then return
to the first source again. All this in a matter of minutes. The Plain Tanagers often
seem to move just because they ’’like” moving —— when it isn*t really ’’necessary*’ from
a practicalpoint of view.

The restlessness and the ” exaggerated’’ Call Notes (and the bright wing-patch) all
seem to be ’’designed” to induce, i.e, take advantage of, the "following response" of

other birds.

These characters must help to maintain the cohesion of a flock gf Plain Tanagers*
but they may also help to attract birds of other, species, keeping them in the vicinity
of the Plain Managers, (If it is advantageous for the Plain Tanagers to aggregate in
groups —- as it obviously must be — then it may well be advantageous for them to
increase the effective size of their flock by attracting all the other birds of roughly
similar feeding habits in the neighborhood,)

Blue and Palm Tanagers (whose coloration is also comparatively dull and simple)
may become ’’integral" members of a rlain Tanager flock. Blue Honeycreepers and
Ultramarine Dacnis may follow a flock. Other species, including the Green Honeycreeper

,

the Scarlet-thighed Dacnis, the Golden-maned Tanager, and at least one species of oriole,
may hang around in the vicinity of a flock.

It should be noted that almost all the birds more or less closely associated with
the Plain Tanagers here are largely blue and/or green (usually with some black), and
that many of them are brighter or more intricately patterned than the Plain Tanagers,
This might suggest that the peculiar coloration of the Plain Tanager has been evolved
because it is more or less "neutral". It can*t look too "strange" to the other species;
but it is still quite distinct. It won't provoke escape* nor will it release sexual
or aggressive responses.

(It is possible that the Blue- and Palm Tanagers have evolved in the same direction
as the Plain Tanager; but they seem to be less specialized,)
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M. Moynihan
(Canal Zone Biological Area, panama Canal Zone)

INTRODUCTION

The performance of certain behavior patterns, which have been called "consummatory

acts" (see Lorenz, 1950), is usually followed by an obvious and rapid drop in respons-

ivcnoss to the stimuli releasing the patterns, an apparent decrease of "internal

motivation", "reaction specific energy", or "specific action potential”. The precise

nature of this effect is still debatable (see, for instance, the discussion in

Bastock and Blest, 1958), but it has usually been thought to be the direct and

inevitable result of the mere performance of particular movements. Bastock, Morris,

and Moynihan (1953) have suggested, however, that it is not the performance of a

consummatory act alone which brings about the apparent drop in motivation, but rather

the reception of certain "consummatory stimuli" during or after the act.

Some vocal patterns of certain Central American passerine birds may be of

interest in this connection; as they may be terminated by the reception of consummatory

stimuli from the external environment without the performance of any activity which
* 4

might be considered a consummatory act in the conventional sense of the term.

T

"•These patterns have been studied in several species on Barro Colorado sland

and the mainland of the Panama Canal Zone, and adjacent areas in the Republic of panama.

DESCRIPTION OF AN APPARENTLY TYPICAL CASE

The so-called "song" of the Blue Tanager (Thraupis episcopus ) may be taken as

an example of the type of pattern to be discussed here.

The sound of this song has already been described by several authors (e.^«

Eisenmann, 1952
;
Skutch, 1954). It consists of a moderately long and complex, but

not very melodious, single phrase.





I

It appears to be uttered in a considerable variety of social situations; and

may be produced by the thwarting of several different kinds of motivation. It seems

to be most common as a social signal between the members of a mated pair. As such,

it is apparently confined to males; and usually or only uttered by a male when he has

become slightly separated from the female.

ihe male usually begins to sing as soon as the distance separating him from the

female is more than a few feet, a.nd. continues to sing, repeating phrase after phrase,

as long as she remains within sight (or, at least, as long as she stays fairly near him,

and he remains aware of her presence). This singing is largely independent of the

cause of the separation. The male may begin to sing as soon, and continue as vigorously,

when he moves away from the female as when she moves away from him. (There are, of

course, exceptions to this general rule. When, for instance, the male has moved away

to perform some particularly energetic, high intensity, activity, such as feeding or

fighting, he may put off singing until his other activity has declined or stopped.)

fhe most interesting singing performances are those \diich are induced by the

r emale moving away from the male, when she remains nearby for some tirife. The male may
K(&£x,W.*j £*-UXy rta

then continue to sing throughout this period, without any appreciable decline in
A

the apparent intensity of his performance (i.j~. the loudness and frequency of his

phrases), no matter how prolonged it may be* (It seldom lasts more than three or

four minutes, however; as the female usually rejoins the male, or flies away into the

distance, before then*)

When the female does rejoin the male, his singing stops immediately* He usually

just relaxes immediately, sits quietly in a resting posture, or does a little preening

and/or other comfort activities in a perfectly normal (i 0 e* obviously "autochthonous")

manner*

DISCUSSION

This singing cannot be interpreted in conventional ethological terms.
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Martin -

I'm leaving you these tapes; they’re recorded at 15”/3ec., so

on your tape recorder you’ll only be able to hear them at £ speed (which is

usful to study the structure of a cill) until you can get the machine ad-
apted to 15”/ sec (which I think you need). They can also, of course, be
used for audiospectrographs. ,,

j

v *

(1) Tanagridae:
a red and black Euphonia recorded in sec nd growth near

Guayaquil, Ecuador, 31 January, 1962.

(2) Tanagridae:
a similarly patterned yellow and dark blue Euphonia ” chattering”

,

recorded at the same t'roe and place. (So far as I know, this one does not have
the harsh call of the other, but a clear ’’song” of 4 or more notes, whistled.

1

.T T\ -

<V
(3) Thraupis palraarum- Panama, Rio iedras, last field before ford, 20 Feb.,

1962, call of one bird flying overheed.

(4) Thraupis episcopus. Panama, mouth of Rio Piedras; 22 Feb., 1962 - pre-
sunrise "singing” at 0620.

(5) Saltator maximus. Panama, Rio Piedras; 24 Feb., 1962 - fi ^ht and chases

in bushes, 3 or possibly 4 birds.

(6) Ramphocelus icteronotus: Panama, ^io Piedras (near mouth); 23 Feb., 1962,
Galls of a male perched in a Poronoro shrub (Cochlospermum)

at 0625.

(7) Saltator maximus - one of £he birds from selection (5) calling at 0700,

some time before the recording of selection (5).

(8 ) *

Canii Zone, B.C.I. Dawn song from edge of Clearing, top

of a tall tree on W side near new Lab; we couldn’t see the

bird in 5 min of performance , then it flew farther into forest,

sang from another tree briefly and disappeared. In flight a

saltator-sized bird. 3 March, 1962.

Panama, Rio Piedras, 2nd growth before gate to first

pasture; 4 March, 1962 - unknown predawn song at 0601,

possibly a Blue-black Grosbeak.

(10) Pitylus grossus (Slate-colored Grosbeak): C.Z., B.C.I.
;
10 March, 1962.

Calling about 0300 from top of crown of a forest tree near the

Clearing.

(11$) Saltator atriceps: Panama, Rio Piedras beyond the ford; 14 March, 1962.

Calling in a large fig about 0620.

(12) Tachypnomss rufous: Panama, Rio Pied'’as,bBushy hillside near start; 13

March. Predawn calling of male perched conspi couusly on

top of a bush; calling with crown ruffled (when seen

subsequently)

.

(13) Chlorospingus ophthalmicus, Panama, Cerro Punta; 30 March, 1962. 0700.
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Pine Tanager

Panama, Chiriqui region
P 6 March, 1962;

(On Lewis* s property, below Cerro Punt a)

:
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the mounted H rd fluttered it? winb s hi0h over it? back, apparently
for balance, the other merely crouched (wing? ? 1 i_, h t i > drooped ?).

Hopped off, stretched head and neck up, then bill dc--n :
r c^d

beery to) the bird it had just mount ed - this the
5 ' s h h%d mounted

down lower into the tree, and T lost sight of it.
-he presumed female sat still for about 30 sec., th

feeding; giving more- or- less a **s ees ees e asit s ees ees it sorb
,

softly, Several tines.

then ; eg an
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